INVITATION TO BID

TO: ALL SUBCONTRACTORS

ATTN: ESTIMATOR

PROJECT: WESTSIDE SHoppes
CORNER OF HIGHWAY 535 & LAKESIDE VILLAGE LANE
WINDERMERE, FL

DESCRIPTION: HARDSCAPE

BID DATE: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17 @ 12:00 PM NOON

SCOPE: Concrete, Decorative Concrete, Pavers

Yes, I will bid this project:

COMPANY NAME: ________________________________

CONTACT: ______________________________________

E-MAIL ________________________________________

PHONE: ___________________________ FAX NUMBER: ___________________________

FAX RFI’S OR BIDS TO 407-894-0107
EMAIL RFI’S OR BIDS TO pamelaphilpott@constructfl.com

The plans are available on:

Scherer Web Site- go to scherercfl.com and you will see the “plans for bidding” click that on and all bid documents will be listed there (note sometimes it can take a little while for files to open)